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What’s the attraction of a Corporate University?

 It’s about aligning the knowledge
and learning in the organization with
the strategic aims and objectives.

 It puts learning at the top of the
business issues; it’s not just about
some training organized by HR, but
a business commitment to becoming
a learning organization.

 It can provide a framework in which
all individuals can contribute to the
organization’s internal knowledge
and leading practices.

 Ultimately, it can be a mechanism
for linking learning processes to
improvements in business
performance.
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What’s the Purpose of a Corporate University?

Corporations often need to support change through sustained learning.  The
purpose for a Corporate University can vary.

Reinforce &
Perpetuate
Reinforce &
Perpetuate Lead ChangeLead Change Drive & ShapeDrive & Shape

Tactical StrategicOperational
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• The organization has
a winning formula—
usually supported by
operational
excellence.

• Focus on individuals,
skill building.

• A pressing need to
support fundamental
change in the
organization.

• Providing change
leader knowledge
and skills.

• The “collective”
wisdom of the
organization is
harnessed.

• Exploring new possible
contexts and future
directions for the
organization.
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Example: How a Corporate University with a “Drive &
Shape” purpose differs from a Training Department

Training Department

Reactive “get on the curve”

Corporate University

Proactive “stay ahead or jump”

Teach, practice, test Connect, interact, collaborate

More Tactical More Strategic

Learn, apply, practice Share, rethink, challenge

Focus

Style

K Scope

Status Quo

Knowns, proven, standards Emerging, untested, unknownsK Content
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Learn, apply, practice Share, rethink, challenge

Self, internal team Expand to external team, group

Pick & choose as needed Customized curriculum for role

HR Staff Function Business Unit

“Go Get Trained” “University as a Metaphor for
Learning”

Status Quo

K Context

Enrolment

Org Positioning

Org Image

Problem/OpportunitySimple, Complicated
solutions

Complex, Chaotic solutions
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Where a Corporate University and a Training Department
add the most value

SimpleChaotic

Complex Complicated
CooperationCollaboration
• Cause and effect

separated over time &
space, but repeat

• Analyzable by experts
• More than one right

answer possible

• Unpredictable
• Cause and effect not

obvious
• Small changes can

have large impacts
• Need to discover

patterns that can lead
to new solutions
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CorpU Training
Dept
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SimpleChaotic
Coordination
• Linear, predictable

conditions
• Diversity not welcomed
• Apply best practices
• Strive for consistent

behaviour

• Unpredictable
• Cause and effect not

obvious
• Small changes can

have large impacts
• Need to discover

patterns that can lead
to new solutions

• Turbulent
• Unpredictable
• Hope knowledge

and practices  will
work but don’t really
know if they will

Confusion
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Many see the world with one eye – the Ordered Side. The Cynefin Framework introduces
Complexity & Chaos thinking to explain how the world should be perceived with 2 eyes.

CorpU Training
Dept
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Ten steps to creating a Corporate University
1. Craft a Vision1. Craft a Vision

• A picture of the “To-Be” that is easy to
communicate.

• Memorable but credible.

• A picture of the “To-Be” that is easy to
communicate.

• Memorable but credible.

2. Determine the
Scope

2. Determine the
Scope

• Identify who the CorpU will serve.
• Decide on the purpose of the CorpU.
• Identify who the CorpU will serve.
• Decide on the purpose of the CorpU.

3. Identify
Stakeholders and
their Needs

3. Identify
Stakeholders and
their Needs

• Identify proponents, opponents and
level of influence.

• Focus on their needs that create
greatest leverage.

• Identify proponents, opponents and
level of influence.

• Focus on their needs that create
greatest leverage.

Strategy

Service ProvisionDiscipline
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4. Form a
Governing
Body

4. Form a
Governing
Body

• Visible support from the top.
• Not an HR only body—not

owned or led by HR.

• Visible support from the top.
• Not an HR only body—not

owned or led by HR.

5. Create a
Funding
Strategy

5. Create a
Funding
Strategy

• A combination of corporate funding
and charging back to the various
businesses.

• Longer term funding by training
other/external organizations.

• A combination of corporate funding
and charging back to the various
businesses.

• Longer term funding by training
other/external organizations.

6. Agree on a
Measurement
System

6. Agree on a
Measurement
System

• Compelling scorecard.
• ROI linked to business results.
• Compelling scorecard.
• ROI linked to business results.

7. Develop Products
and Services

7. Develop Products
and Services

• Different learning solutions—
classrooms, distance learning etc.

• Different learning solutions—
classrooms, distance learning etc.

8. Select Learning
Partners

8. Select Learning
Partners

• Training suppliers.
• Other academic/corporate universities.
• Training suppliers.
• Other academic/corporate universities.

9. Draft a
Technology
Strategy

9. Draft a
Technology
Strategy

• Make full use of  KM 2.0 capabilities.
• Ensure the technology doesn’t

become a distraction.

• Make full use of  KM 2.0 capabilities.
• Ensure the technology doesn’t

become a distraction.

10. Communicate10. Communicate • Address “what does it mean to me”
question for all in the organization.

• Address “what does it mean to me”
question for all in the organization.

Service ProvisionDiscipline

Adapted from: Jeanne Meister, “Corporate Universities: Lessons in building a world-class workforce “
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